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Abstract: Online toxicity refers to a spectrum of problematic communicative phenomena that 
unfold in various ways on social media platforms. Most of the current efforts to contain it focus 
on computational techniques to detect online toxicity and build a regulatory architecture. In this 
paper, we highlight the importance of focusing on the social phenomena of toxicity, and parti
cularly, exploring the public understanding and future imaginaries of toxic debates. To explore 
how users construe online toxicity and envisage the future of online discussions, we examine 
41 scenarios produced by European experts from the field of technology and culture. Through 
a content analysis informed by a narrative approach and insights from futures studies, we identify 
three myths that characterize the future scenarios: technological disruption, societal fragmen
tation, and digital Enlightenment. After a discussion of their relations, we conclude by stressing 
the importance of platform transparency and user empowerment.

Keywords: Toxic debates, topicdriven toxicity, future scenarios, algorithmic disruption, regu
lation of social media content
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INTRODUCTION

An article published on the WIRED Magazine website on 8th January 2024 
argues that we are entering “a digital dark age”, as online trust collapses due 
to several transformations in the online landscape (Neff, 2024). While Neff 
(2024) mentions developments around generative AI and associated issues, the 
article mainly highlights the lack of transparency of the social media platforms. 
Neff (2024) argues that their increasingly restrictive data access policies hamper 
the independent initiatives that monitor misinformation, harmful content, and 
deep fake propaganda, elevating the risks of online manipulation and polar
ization. Moreover, these phenomena are seen to be connected to the “attention 
economy” (Williams, 2018), in which every user action is measured, processed, 
and aggregated to become part of some commercial strategy. Perhaps the first 
lesson social media algorithms have learnt, in this economy, is that the more 
provocative a message is to a user, the greater the chances of capturing their 
attention. Research has shown that news stories conveying emotions of anger and 
surprise are shared through social media with greater frequency and speed (Fan 
& Gordon, 2014; Ferrara & Yang, 2015). The same goes for populist messages that 
provoke anger (Hameleers et al., 2017), and emotional posts in general (Stieglitz 
& Dang Xuan, 2013). Findings also suggest that platform algorithms enhance 
emotional, partisan and polarizing content, particularly tweets expressing anger 
and animosity towards outgroups (Milli et al., 2023).

Platformization, the creation of hyperinteractional digital ecosystems that 
connect people across geographic boundaries, has been widely embraced due 
to its potential to foster democratic discourse and deliberative democratic ideals 
(Mendis, 2021). However, social media platforms have also brought about an esca
lation of phenomena grouped under the label “online toxicity” (Pascual Ferrá 
et al., 2021; Rossini, 2019). The label is sometimes used synonymously with 
hate speech, involving “intentional statements or messages with discriminatory 
content” (Petlyuchenko et al., 2021, p. 114). At other times it may refer to all 
sorts of harmful content including extremism, bullying, trolling, harassment, 
physical threats, and online stalking (Patel et al., 2021), “obscenity, insults, and 
identitybased hate” (Adams et al., 2017, p. 1), and “rude language, harsh criti
cisms, anger, hatred, even threats” (Suler, 2004, p. 321). There is no doubt that 
online hate and toxicity have serious impacts on the willingness to participate 
in public debate, formation of personal and public opinion, and people’s interpre
tation of polarization around issues of common concern (Anderson et al., 2018).
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The documentation behind Google’s Perspective1 defines toxicity as “rude, 
disrespectful, or unreasonable language that is likely to make someone leave 
a discussion” (Jigsaw, 2024). Accordingly, while “hate speech” or “abuse” refer 
to “specific categories of language that violate certain terms of service or laws”, 
the term toxicity is preferred in that it “refers to a broad category of language that 
is subject to individual interpretation” (Jigsaw, 2024). In this paper we examine 
how experts view online toxicity and envisage the future of online discussions. 
To study how users construe toxicity and envisage networked communication, 
we explore 41 future scenarios produced in four scenariobuilding workshops 
and a scenariowriting exercise within the frame of the EUMEPLAT Horizon 
2020 project (see Table 1). Before we report about our study of future scenarios for 

“toxic debates”, we will provide an overview of the efforts to moderate and regulate 
social media content. Next, we will highlight the limitations of these efforts and 
argue that there are aspects of toxicity to be addressed at the level of the whole 
debate, without being stripped of its publicpolitical content, and, more broadly, 
as a matter of online culture. We aim to study toxicity as a sociocommunica
tive issue, captured by the notion of “toxic debates”, rather than as an inter
personal issue of psychological harm. Our content analysis of scenarios draws 
on a narrative perspective, congruent with futures studies (Hänninen et al., 
2022; Inayatullah, 2008). We discuss three myths as the output of our content 
analysis: (i) ‘technological disruption’ refers to the impact of algorithms on plat
formized interactions, (ii) the primary impact of ‘societal fragmentation’, and 
(iii) ‘enlightenment 2.0’ that refers to the efforts to address and alleviate that 
impact. In our conclusion, we stress the importance of platform transparency 
and user empowerment.

MODERATION OF  SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

Two interconnected trends can be identified in the treatment of the diverse 
phenomena grouped under the notion of online toxicity. The first is to treat 
toxicity as an interpersonal phenomenon with a source (offender) and a target 
(victim). The second is to treat it as a matter of rude, coarse, or “abusive language” 
(Nobata et al., 2016; Waseem et al., 2017) or as a verbal act, i.e., verbal aggression 
(Guberman et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018). The act of speech thus involves the 
violation of personal boundaries and psychological harm (Petlyuchenko et al., 
2021). These two trends are sometimes offered as two dimensions. For instance, 

1 Perspective is an Application Programming Interface (API) that uses machine learning models 
to score the perceived impact a comment might have on a conversation. It reportedly processes 
over 500 million requests per day.
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Waseem et al. (2017) argues abusive language can be categorized by taking into 
consideration the nature of the language used (implicit or explicit), and the target 
of the abuse (specific addressee or a generalized other). In the same vein, Kumar 
et al. (2018) propose a typology of verbal aggression by looking into both how 
it is expressed (overt or covert) and the nature of aggression (physical threat, 
sexual threat, identity threat, etc.) (see also Fortuna & Nunes, 2018).

The rationale in conceptualizing toxicity as offensive verbal behavior is that 
the more directly it is connected to a particular subject and an act of offence, 
the easier it becomes to normatively regulate it. Regulation and moderation 
of social media content have important roles to play in safeguarding pluralism 
in the online public sphere. Yet, the differences in size, reach, design, and busi
ness model of platforms are significantly involved in how content moderation 
works (Gillespie, 2020). This suggests the need for industry standards, but also 
a common understanding of the limits of admissible incivility, the delimitation 
of toxicity, and the regulatory enforcement agency.

The EU is particularly in favor of selfregulation by platforms, as they have the 
flexibility, agility, and innovation means to meet the evolving needs of online 
communities2. The Code of Conduct published by the European Commission 
in 2016 represents an important step in this direction (Quintel & Ullrich, 2020). 
This initiative, adopted widely across platforms, requires that participating 
companies establish a set of rules and community standards explicitly forbidding 
online hate speech, submit such content for review, and remove it from platforms 
within 24 hours. The adoption of the Code also involved establishing a network 
of civil society organizations that monitors the implementation of these commit
ments (Reynders, 2022). Assessments of the Code reported impressive results 
in the number of processed user notifications, with a sharp increase in hateful 
content removal from the platforms from 2017 to 2020 (Reynders, 2022). Yet, 
serious concerns over lack of transparency and accountability remain, as little 
is known about how platforms process and remove content.

The process of content removal takes place in various ways, both internally 
by the platforms themselves, involving teams of humans and machine learning 
algorithms, and externally involving thirdparty companies. Notably, when 
content is flagged or reported by external experts, platforms have the final 
decision on removal. Platforms grant their users the option to report content, 
thereby leaving the detection of unwanted content to the community. A well
known case is the application of Reddit’s 2015 antiharassment policy, titled 

“Promote ideas, protect people”3, which caused many users to migrate from the 

2 Platform companies are increasingly regarded as responsible parties such as the curators of the 
published content, rather than “mere conduits” or infrastructure providers (Mendis, 2021).

3 https://www.redditinc.com/blog/promoteideasprotectpeople (Accessed 30 Jan 2024).
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platform. A serious limitation of userbased moderation is its subjectivity and 
openness to exploitation by user groups, which represents time and energy costs 
for platforms. Furthermore, during the processing of user reports, the content 
in question remains online, and this delay constitutes another limitation of user
based content moderation (Carrasco Farré, 2022).

Another more technologydriven form of content moderation by platforms 
concerns the automated detection of toxic content, which involves machine 
learning algorithms. Indeed, machine learning and deep learning have been 
stateoftheart in the last decade when it comes to hate speech detection (Jahan 
& Oussalah, 2023). AIbased systems proved highly effective at identifying 
certain content categories but were prone to errors with others (Ohol et al., 2023). 
AIbased systems came with large promises. Nevertheless, algorithmic modera
tion systems simultaneously suggest (a) further rises in the opacity of industry 
practices already lacking transparency; (b) exacerbating existing challenges 
regarding fairness within largescale sociotechnical systems, and (c) depolit
icizing inherently political decisions that might significantly influence public 
discourse (Gorwa et al., 2020). We revisit these limitations in the next section.

CONTROLLING ONLINE TOXICITY?

Despite the efforts mentioned above, controlling online hate and toxicity remains 
a difficult challenge. First, it is important to highlight the tension between uncivil 
language underpinning toxic debates and incivility integral to political expres
sion. Even relatively nuanced forms of intervention based on a specific lexicon 
of “coarse language”, or predictive algorithmic content removal on any defi
nition of toxicity, could stifle public debate. Disrespectful language may serve 
the minority or the discriminated groups who are otherwise not heard at all 
in public debate (Jamieson et al., 2017), and thus is integral to both the forma
tion and makeover of public opinion. Incivility may also serve social purposes 
among likeminded people and be conducive to reasoned arguments (Chen 
et al., 2019; Rossini, 2019). In sum, inconsistent enforcement of cryptic stan
dards across an industry consisting of competing corporations raises criticisms 
about suppressing dissident voices, which conflicts with the norm of freedom 
of speech (Quintais et al., 2023).

A second and associated drawback of lexically regulative approaches is that 
they operate at the microlevel of speech components, whereas cultural mean
ings and political implications often reside in the connections of a particular 
speech. For instance, words like shade, snowflake, or thirsty can be insulting 
across cultures, whereas slurs can be commonly used in nontoxic conversations 
(Sheth et al., 2022). Thirdly, regulating online interactions is largely at odds with 
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the makeup of the Internet. Conventional nationstate legislation and topdown 
enforcement will remain both spatially and temporally limited against the global 
reach and lightspeed of the media. In comparison to broadcast or print media, 
the challenge is thus multiplied many times, requiring participation at various 
levels (Konikoff, 2021).

In sum, while content moderation efforts that operate at the microlevel 
of speech components help curb toxic commentary on social media to some extent, 
whether lexical matching or predictionbased (Gorwa et al., 2020), their impact 
on the online environments may be limited. There are positive steps that can 
be taken, which were briefly reviewed in the previous section. But, these efforts 
only scratch the surface of a more complex and multidimensional problem.

Rajadesingan, Resnick and Budak (2020, p. 559) argue that toxicity is not 
“an isolated phenomenon but a consequence of more structural factors” that 
have to do with each platform’s design and specific traits, content moderation 
policies, and community culture. In this regard, Oz et al. (2018, p. 3404) identify 
substantial differences between Facebook posts and tweets, with higher levels 
of aggression on Twitter (now known as X). They explain the difference by higher 
levels of deindividuation Twitter offers, as users communicate more often with 
strangers on this platform than on Facebook. Similarly, Recuero (2024) suggests 
that toxicity is fostered by the structural and economic particularities of plat
forms: “echo chambers” and “filter bubbles” are two of the famous metaphors 
that describe the users’ disconnect from the variety of available perspectives. 
The disconnect comes as a result of a customized information repertoire and 
“ideological homophily” fostered by platform algorithms, and its link to political 
polarization is well established (Boutyline & Willer, 2016).

TOXIC DEBATES: COLLECTIVE BUILDUP OF  TROUBLED CONTEXTS

Following from the previous section, we hold that it is useful to distinguish 
broadly “toxic debates” from hate speech, abusive language, and toxicity. The 
argument is that toxic debates are not reducible to categories of speech by subject, 
but rather consist in an emergent feature of some polarized discussions. Feelings 
of hate and violence are sometimes collectively built, as suggested by the notions 
of “cascades” or “spirals” of toxicity (e.g., Kim et al., 2021). In this view, online 
toxicity is a sociocommunicative issue with aspects that will escape all moder
ation – both by law and technology – and must be dealt with by platform users 
and communities.

The relationship between news topics and online toxicity is a case in point. 
Some issues are more controversial than others, and thanks also to media 
ranking algorithms, more divisive for societies (Milli et al., 2023; Recuero, 2024). 
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Research into online toxicity shows that a significant part of troubled comments 
is directed to the topic rather than individual users or groups, and that levels 
of toxicity vary significantly between topics (Salminen et al., 2020). Accordingly, 
topics with political connotations are more divisive for the online community, 
and topics such as the environment, health, race, and religion generate more 
hostile user comments. In turn, users who comment frequently on Facebook 
are shown to exhibit higher levels of political interest, possess more polarized 
viewpoints, and are more prone to employing toxic language in an elicitation 
task (Kim et al., 2021). For Salminen et al. (2020), this “topicdriven toxicity” 
suggests the potential impact that topic selection and the framing of news stories 
have on the shape and quality of social media discussions. Thus, as Salminen 
et al. (2020) argue, journalists today have additional burdens, since they should 

“be aware of the content topic’s inflammatory nature and possibly use that infor
mation to report in ways that mitigate negative responses” (p. 17).

Similar concerns also burden politicians, civil society organizations and 
platform users. We hold that the achievement of enduring results in curbing 
online toxicity relies on bottomup understanding by, and the participation 
of, users. As in any democratic undertaking, sufficient emphasis should be placed 
on moral agency and online cultures. In this regard, it is no surprise that the 
notion of “netiquette”, the first informal code of online conduct (Kleinsteuber, 
2004), appeared long before the soft laws and regulations that have entered the 
scene in the last decade.

However, we also need to recognize the role of “deindividuation” in the 
dynamics underlying toxic debates. Characteristics of online communica
tion such as lackofface interaction, anonymity, and virtually instant access 
to unprecedented distances and audiences play a role in cascading toxicity. One 
aspect of this concerns the new speech context social media platforms provide 
for people to express themselves more freely than in other settings, a phenom
enon dubbed the “online disinhibition effect” (Suler, 2004). Another very much 
interlinked aspect concerns the propagation or contagion of toxicity on media 
platforms. In this regard, Kim et al. (2021) identify amplification, mimicry, and 
normativity as three mechanisms that produce “spirals of toxicity” (p. 7). This 
spiraling effect of contagion is also documented in online gaming platforms 
(Shen et al., 2020).

This suggests asking the extent to which anyone can rely on individual users 
in the age of algorithmic concealment, celebritization, and the erosion of the 
contextual dimension of communication, where users find themselves “placed 
before random influences without knowing what they are, nor where they come 
from” (Cardoso, 2023, p. 47). How do users perceive and think about their regular 
experience with toxic encounters? What are their main worries and imaginaries 
of their future interactions online? We know too little about how platform users 
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consider toxicity, their views on what should be done, and the responsible agency. 
Scant research focuses on the perceived degrees of severity of the types of norm 
violations (Bormann, 2022), and the interaction with variables such as gender 
and political affiliation (Madhyastha, Founta & Specia, 2023).

Answers to any of the questions above contemplate as common responsibility 
the containment of a “global information environment crisis” (IPIE, 2024). 
We emphasized the political and cultural aspects of this responsibility, when 
with 29 assorted experts participating in workshops (see Table 1 of the the 
Introduction of this Special Issue and also Table 1 of this paper) and an essay 
writing project involving the 6 authors of this paper, we cocreated 41 scenarios. 
We analyzed the scenarios to identify salient patterns and insights for thinking 
about the futures of networked communication, as presented in the next section.

FUTURE SCENARIOS ON  TOXIC DEBATES

As the Introduction explains, “toxic debates and pluralistic values” comprised one 
of the five themes covered in the four Delphi+ workshops, which the EUMEPLAT 
team analyzed (see Table 1 below).

Table 1. The Delphi+ workshops, scenario-building exercises 
and theme specific codes for ‘Toxic Debates’ [txd]

Delphi+ workshops

Locations Codes and (frequency 
of) Scenario Cards

Participant code 
(Pn) in the pertinent 
location*

Theme and Location Specific 
Scenario Cards: SC[txd]n

Sofia 1 Si (7) P2 SC[txd]1 – 7

Malmö M (9) P3, P4 SC[txd]8 – 16

Rome R (10) SC[txd]17 – 26

Sofia 2 Sii (7) P1 SC[txd]27 – 33

Total 33 29 33

Future Scenario Essays

Number of Future 
Scenario Essays

Theme Specific Future 
Scenario Essays: FSE[txd]n

8 FSE[txd] 1-8

Key: * There were 29 participants of the workshops: Si (6); M (6); R (7); Sii 
(10) (see Table 1 in the Introductory article of this Special Issue). These four 

participants—P1, P2, P3 and P4— were those cited in this article
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We carried out content analyses (both quantitative and qualitative) informed 
by a narrative approach4 that pays attention to the pentad of actors, acts, scenes, 
agencies and purposes (Burke, 1969; Hänninen et al., 2022). Narrative may 
be regarded as a conventional mode through which people process and structure 
information (Bruner, 1991), as well as a human cultural effort to transform the 
feelings associated with certain events into a coherent sequence to learn from 
them (van den Hoven, 2017). In this view, narratives have an evaluative aspect, 
created through the connection of two casualties: a precedent event – complica
tion – changes the circumstances of an actor, requiring her to respond, creating 
a succeeding causality. The succeeding action – repair – is central as it establishes 
the causal sequence that helps to construct the experience and drive lessons (van 
den Hoven, 2017). Futures studies seek to identify recurrent themes that tell 
us something about the underlying patterns that shape how people understand 
the future in a causal framework (Inayatullah, 2008). The narrative approach 
is useful in offering structure to what otherwise might be rather disconnected 
comments on the future.

The unit of analysis was the scenario, and our coding grid included the following 
nine fields: Title; Question(s) raised; Scene in the background; Main actor 
(of significant change), Main event (about Toxic Debates); Value (that grounds the 
aspired or unwelcome future); Prescription5; Role of the EU; Pessimism/Optimism. 
Except for the last field, all the others were coded by following an inductive 
approach. That is, rather than imposing topdown categories, we first coded 
particular actors, events, etc. Once the initial coding was finished, we grouped 
these figures into simple categories (e.g., human actors vs. nonhuman actors), 
and where necessary, into further, more diversified subcategories.6

In the phases of categorization, we tried to remain attentive to the common 
patterns and causalities that weave the coded content together. The concept 
of myth (Inayatullah, 2008) was used to summarize these patterns and causal 
relations that connect the present to the futures envisaged in the scenarios. The 
Causal Layered Analysis for futures thinking (Inayatullah, 2008) stipulates myth 

4 Drawing on Burke’s dramatistic pentad (1969) and inspired by its relation to the study of futures 
(Hänninen et al., 2022), we initially attempted a narrative analysis, but encountered several 
difficulties. Some fields (Scene, Main Event, Agency) could not be coded systematically and 
had to be excluded from the analysis. This was because the scenarios differed considerably and 
were too sophisticated for this type of coding. Therefore, we opted to carry out quantitative and 
qualitative content analyses.

5 Again, inspired by Burke’s (1969) dramatistic pentad, Main Event translates the Act into an action 
that is not necessarily connected to a particular actor, Value translates Purpose along the same 
lines, while Prescription registers the lesson – the coda, epilogue – that the narrative offers.

6 Given the very basic nature of the quantitative coding, and the limited number of texts, we decided 
against the calculation of an intercoder reliability coefficient. Instead, the author team checked 
the quality of the coding.
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as “the deep unconscious story” (p. 12), akin to master narratives (Hyvärinen, 
2020). We assume that while myths, like master narratives, have a takenfor
granted and archetypal character (Cowart, 2022; Inayatullah, 2008), they 
can be disclosed, expressed and challenged (Hyvärinen, 2020). It is indeed 
a strength of futures studies to make explicit the visions of the future in a way 
that acknowledges not just the restrictive but also the productive power of such 
cultural stocks of stories (Hänninen et al., 2022). We thus use myths as cultural 
and communicative resources that people draw on when discussing possible 
futures, and as an interpretative tool to weave the content together, consisting 
of the causal connections among the common patterns and storylines. In the 
following sections, we report our quantitative and qualitative findings.

“EDUCATE PEOPLE, NOT MACHINES!”

ACTORS
We start the overview of the scenarios departing from the most relevant code 
in understanding the agency involved in constructing the futures of toxic debates 
and pluralism: actors. This code aimed to register the actor (actant) that brings 
significant change in each scenario. The code was split into three actor catego
ries (Table 2), besides the null category—No actors identified—included those 
instances where a passive voice dominated the conversation, e.g., “Everybody will 
be anonymized. […] Like the memes you lose track of everything” (SC(txd)16)7.

Table 2. Main Actor Categories

Actor N

Digital and technological 19

Political and institutional 9

Media 5

No actors identified 8

TOTAL 41

The outstanding finding in this code concerns the predominance of nonhuman 
actors (19 of 33 scenarios with an actor mentioned), which are specifically digital 
or technological actants, such as “chatbots”, “artificial intelligence”, “algorithms”, 

“interface”, “platforms”, “journalistic machines”, “WeChat”, and “technology” 
at large. This predominance may be an outcome of the hype built around the 

7 The number refers to the specific scenario card, see Table 1.
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rise of generative AI at the time of the workshops. It simultaneously indicates 
the preoccupation of the participants with the enormous social impacts of recent 
developments in the computational sciences.

Following on from the dominance of nonhuman actors are 14 human actors, 
of whom 9 are political and institutional and 5 are media (see Table 2). Among 
the institutional and political agency, we can distinguish: “rightwing and popu
list parties”, “alternative and marginalized voices”, “colonizers”, “the accelera
tion”, “the public”, “Europe”, “media literacy programs”, and “some authority”. 
The term “colonizers” was used for denoting the human actors behind the algo
rithms regulating public opinion and human consciousness.

The five occurrences of the Media category are “Media”, “Niche media”, “Fake 
news” (twice) and “Public Service Media Organizations”. Note that fake news 
is a category that partially belongs to the political domain, due to being often 
used by illegitimate political interests. Without these two occurrences that 
pertain to pessimistic scenarios, niche media and public service media stand 
out as the sole actors that are set to bring some change from the media domain 
to the transformation of toxic communication.

VALUES
We report the values that pertain to communication and that the scenarios 
explicitly take up. These values typically ground the discussion over the imag
ined futures, more precisely, the actions and impacts brought about by the key 
actors, and they can be grouped into four categories (Table 3).

Table 3. Categories for Values

Values N

Intellectual 13

Ethical 14

Sociopolitical 8

Technological 3

No values identified 3

TOTAL 41

In some contrast with the code Actors, values related to technology occupy 
a very small place in the scenarios. Instead, Intellectual (13 of 38 scenarios with 
a value mentioned) and Ethical (14 scenarios) take precedence in the futures 
of toxic communication and pluralism. To better understand these, we can 
exemplify Intellectual values as follows: “critical thinking”, “media critical 
thinking”, “media literacy”, “solid starting points”, “tolerance comes from 
knowledge”, and “substance of debate”. Notably, there were no negative values 
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among those that relate to the intellect, suggesting the participants’ interest and 
esteem in the powers of reflection in tackling toxicity and a view of pluralism 
as an intellectual virtue.

Ethical values occupy a significant place in the scenarios and can be exempli
fied by “peaceful communication”, “respect”, “tolerance”, “pluralism”, “identity 
politics”, and “sensationalism”. The latter two of these are negative values in the 
sense that they are related inversely to pluralistic values and regarded as contrib
uting to toxic debates. For instance, in one case (SC(txd)10), future generations, 
who live in the “vibe” of cancel culture and “social media as constant perfor
mative purity test”, fall prey to a “sort of compartmentalized identity politics”. 
It is then this negative vibe that brings about their failure in reconciling the two 
contradictory goals of “free speech” and “protect people from speech”.

In the third place are the values we designated as Sociopolitical (8 scenarios), 
a minority of which were negative. While “public good”, “transparency”, 

“universal citizen rights”, and “legitimate authority” are considered as positive 
values, “corporate interest” and “authority” exemplify the negative values.

Finally, the three occurrences of Technological values can be captured 
as “autonomy of technology”, “lack of face communication” (in online commu
nication), and “digital mobility” (between bubbles, as a capacity that is achieved 
technologically). Notice that the initial pair are negative values – with autonomy 
of technology referring to the loss of human control over technological change. 
This suggests that when technology is linked to values grounding decisions 
or actions, it does so rather negatively.

PRESCRIPTIONS
This code aimed to register the policy proposals the scenarios may involve. 
It is typical of the pessimistic scenarios, in the sense that most of them devise 
an issue or problem – e.g. deep bubbles, the demise of the notion of truth – and 
then offer certain ways out of the predicament. A total of 25 of 41 scenarios 
involved such ideas towards positive change, or prescriptions. We initially coded 
these into two categories, which reflected the two fundamental aspects of social 
change—structure and agency (Best, 2014). The output of the coding process 
was rather unexpected, with all but one of the prescriptions being categorized 
as ‘structural change’ (24 scenarios). Building on the previously reported codes, 
we recoded ‘structural change’ to distinguish it from the prescriptions that 
centrally involved technology. This way we achieved three categories for the 
code prescriptions (Table 4).

Even after the attempt to split the structural change code into two, there is still 
an overwhelming weight of structural change prescriptions (21 of 41 scenarios). This 
reflects the locus of deliberate change and social transformation as pointed out by the 
participants. Rather than individual or ethical action prescriptions—except for one 
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case—all scenarios involving such actionguiding proposals expected the change 
to originate in the structure, i.e., institutions and regulations, as these examples show:

“…Yes, encouraging pluralism. So, first to distinguish what are the hidden 
forms of dialogue that we can encourage and then to provide the tools for the 
people to be able to participate with them, because, the first one is how they 
can break this you and me contradiction model” (P1 at Sii).

“An obligatory continuous media education is implemented in schools 
of all types […] The compulsory information and media education is a part 
of educational systems among Europe in all stages of education” (FSE(txd)5).

In the first of these two excerpts, the participant aligns themselves with a topdown 
agenda that provides tools for the public, encouraging novel formats of dialogue. 
The second excerpt also exemplifies the scenarios in which the “encouragement” 
is envisaged in a more structured educational reform. Such a position echoed 
in most of the scenarios, where education at large, and “encouraging activism, 
finding other way[s] to […] participation” (SC(txd)39), or “democratization 
of culture and knowledge worldwide, and algorithm knowledge” (SC(txd)24), 
were offered as the locus of the solution(s) to online communicative predicaments.

Table 4. Categories for Prescriptions

Prescriptions of change N

Structural 21

Technological 3

Agential and personal change 1

No prescriptions identified 16

TOTAL 41

To emphasize the weight of digital literacy and education in prescriptive statements, 
more examples can be offered. One of the scenarios elaborated several levels of interven
tion (FSE(txd)5): first, development of critical thinking for evaluating (online) content; 
second, encouraging empathy and respectful online interactions; third, encouraging 
responsible digital citizenship; and fourth, addressing online hostility. In another, 
we have critical perspectives in education: “…very close to this critical thinking. Progress 
through education, consensus through education and through developing critical 
thinking” (P2 at Si). Such calls for “progress through education” should not be regarded 
as unreflexive prescriptions of simple modernization, as participants are well aware 
of the limits and failures of education as a policy to deal with social problems. Yet, they 
seem to be unable to come up with alternative proposals, probably due to the recogni
tion of the necessity to approach such communicative problems in a bottomup fashion.
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To a lesser extent than the prescriptions on what may be called ‘critical thinking’ 
and ‘digital literacy’, there were others for more and extensive ‘regulation’. These 
were typically topdown measures to control and restrain the corporate power 
dominating in social media platforms and networked communication. Examples 
are “Regulation of commercial platforms” and:

“…interventions in business models, aligning with democratic principles 
[…] platforms cannot be operated with the same profit margins as before 
[…] Political support must come both from the nationstates and from the 
European level” (FSE(txd)2).

The need for regulation is recognized as an integral task for nationstates. Rather 
than imagining some new and innovative agency, for instance at the global level 

– except for “good algorithms” – the recorded prescriptions ascribed responsi
bility to current public authorities and governments. This seems to suggest that 
for the participants toxicity is a problem to be dealt with and a phenomenon 
that can be regulated today, rather than in an imagined future.

After examining the prescriptions for structural interventions, let us also briefly 
look at the outlier: the only scenario that included aspects of agential/personal 
change as a response to the bleak futures of online debates. This prescriptive 
statement also comprised algorithmic knowledge and digital literacy:

“P3 at M: [A] lot of people are gonna be like: I’m done having choices made for 
me, you will have to extricate yourself from a lot of systems” […]
P4 at M: I also think that [this has] something to do with media literacy 
as well […] so maybe the flip side is not just being offline or AFK [away from 
keyboard], but actually learning more about how things work, like how algo
rithms for how media works and so forth…”

It is worth noting that while the source of salvation is the same as with the 
majority of the prescriptions marked just above, in this excerpt the predicate 
is to “learn” – rather than “encourage” – and it signals the powers or agency of the 
user in a bottomup fashion. While it plays the agential tune in reverse, in regard 
to the content, the outlier also falls within the broad domain of digital literacy, 
with an emphasis on acquisition and selfinstruction on how algorithms work.

In brief, two major messages can be drawn from the prescriptive statements 
involved in the scenarios analyzed: educate and regulate. In this regard, perhaps 
the most salient direction that can be drawn from the experts involved in the 
scenarios is summarized in a slogan that popped up in one of the sessions: 

“Educate people, not machines” (SC(txd)20).
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As an epilogue to this section, let us briefly mention the role of Europe 
in the scenarios. Europe was mentioned only in 11 of 41 scenarios. Although 
it was hardly one of the central actors, it was endowed with a consistent char
acter, namely with the role to “safeguard democracy”, “defend the institutions” 
(FSE(txd)1), and “among the institutions most likely to foster, and cultures 
most prepared to sustain, such an open public debate” (FSE(txd)6). The EU was 
thus ascribed a central role in the public education and digital literacy efforts 
mentioned above: “Under the coordination of European institutions, specific 
modules designed to combat toxicity could be established in schools” (FSE(txd)8). 
Besides this, there were also few mentions of a “stronger European identity”, 
and, more precisely, the recommendation “the EU should empower its tech and 
media industry to take the lead, even to import knowhow from abroad, since 
most European AI companies are still at an early stage” (FSE(txd)7). Generally 
speaking, the EU was not a defining actor in the scenarios, but there were calls 
for it to become one, if toxicity and fragmentation of society were to be tackled.

ENVISAGING THE FUTURES OF  TOXIC DEBATES

In more or less organized ways, societies increasingly project themselves into 
the future, set goals, and strive to contain the externalities of their preceding 
projections. Future, in this sense, becomes a resource to orient human action and 
policy preferences (Üzelgün & Pereira, 2020). After the study of future scenarios, 
we now interpret the coded categories to extract the salient causal relationships 
and myths from the 41 scenarios. This section discusses three myths and two 
causal relationships that characterize the scenarios, informed by the quantita
tive content analysis, and further supported by a qualitative content analysis.

TECHNOLOGICAL DISRUPTION 
The first myth can be called technological, or more specifically, AI and algo
rithmic disruption. It underlies the imaginaries of a brave new world where 
the integration of digital technologies into all aspects of human communica
tion brings numerous challenges that even the public cannot fully comprehend. 
This myth is grounded in the overwhelming predominance of the AI and digital 
actants among the actors that bring the change, as well as that almost no agency 
is ascribed to the user or the public in the prescriptive statements. In other words, 
the most central preoccupation of the participants was that digital and gener
ative technologies bring a sweeping change that will disrupt manifold aspects 
of human communication. Rapidly evolving digital technologies are thus envis
aged as the villain and the main cause of future predicaments. Yet, to address 
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how these technologies impact and interact with toxic debates, it is imperative 
to understand how they broadly tap into the mechanisms of “virality” and plat
form logics (Recuero, 2024).

SOCIETAL FRAGMENTATION
The second myth can also be called by its sociological metaphor—anomie. As the 
corporate deployment of algorithms, AI and other disruptive technologies amplify 
existing cleavages, nothing short of the breakdown of common grounds and 
communicative frameworks is regarded as the peril ahead. Societal fragmen
tation thus consists in the communicative predicaments online, summarized 
in the notion of toxicity, but exacerbated by technology as projected into the 
future. This central myth then represents where the scenario builders envisage 
themselves with regard to toxic debates: a broken society that could not antic
ipate the social and political impacts of the disruptive technologies mentioned 
above. Several cascading factors and issues can be aligned in this causal link: 
lack of facework, filter bubbles, fake news, polarization, blurring boundaries 
of the real and virtual, and the neglect of truth. In short, regarding platformized 
interactions, designed and maintained by nonhuman values and interests, the 
central worry is the loss of the foundational elements of human communication, 
remaining locked in conflicts and contradictions.

ENLIGHTENMENT 2.0
The third myth is associated with Europe and consists in a decidedly digital 
enlightenment – hence the 2.0 designation – in which authorities are envisaged 
to encourage digital literacy, public knowledge on algorithms, critical thinking 
to evaluate online information, and support the epistemic quality or substance 
that grounds public debate. Notably, enlightenment 2.0 is not just about enhanced 
critical thinking on the part of users, but also about regulating the platforms 
and the corporate interests behind algorithmic distortion. In this sense, a core 
concern is public – or human – accessibility, and corporate accountability, of the 
choices taken over digital platforms. The regulations mentioned also concern 
upholding and innovating in public service media, opening alternative paths 
to media institutionalization, and innovation in the design of online debate and 
interactions. Enlightenment 2.0 thus incorporates both bottomup and topdown 
measures to address as yet little known impacts of platformization on human 
communication and society. Although it was not as salient, digital enlighten
ment represents the collective efforts envisaged to deal with the communicative 
predicaments registered by the previous two myths, and has an important role 
in the construction of futures.
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CAUSAL LINKS
To address the relations among the three myths that summarize the futures 
of toxicity, two causal relationships may be discussed (See Figure 1). The first 
causal link lies between the first two myths, depicting the challenges that digital 
technologies precipitate for the complex communicative predicaments captured 
by the notion of toxicity. This means, issues such as filter bubbles and polarization 
are projected to exacerbate with further development of platform technologies. 
The impacted end of the causal link is human society at large, and an associ
ated worry is that the public may not be ready to handle, nor comprehend, the 
challenges human nature and institutions are faced with.

It is important to underline that, contrary to what Figure 1 may suggest, tech
nology is not the only cause that brings about the second myth—fragmentation 
of society. Technology should be seen as exacerbating the already existing soci
etal problems. In this sense, the loci of the relationships among the three myths 
are the six problems that connect all three imaginaries: bubbles, fake news, hate 
speech, polarization, populism, and toxic debates.

Figure 1. A basic view of relationships among the three myths

If the link between the first and the second myths was causal, that between 
the second and the third myths could be designated as negative causation. That 
is, the third myth is envisaged to avert the impact of digital technologies on society, 
by protecting communicative and social relations. In other words, to address the 
ongoing fragmentation of society due to the platform designs, the recommenda
tion is to launch a global public campaign to enhance digital literacy and regu
late social media platforms, with the ultimate objective of boosting democratic 
accountability. In this regard, calls for regulation, associated with the institu
tional level, may be seen to indicate a certain concern, or fear of the AIpowered 
algorithmic distortion as a “symptom” of deregulation and neoliberalism.
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TRANSFORMING PLATFORMIZED INTERACTIONS

Animated by platform monetization and recommendation algorithms, toxicity 
endangers not only pluralism and quality of societal debates (Anderson et al., 
2018; Milli et al., 2023), but also the future of public discourse at large. The 
pessimistic tenor of the scenarios examined in this paper, and specifically the 
dim view of the role of technology therein, can be understood within the frame
work of a loss in the media gatekeeping processes (Cardoso, 2023). As the static 
gatekeeping practices are transformed into a dynamic practice of negotiation 
between users and algorithms (Cardoso, 2023; Konikoff, 2021), the aspects that 
becomes increasingly invisible and unintelligible are the rules of the negotiation. 
The lack of transparency and social understanding of the network gatekeeping 
processes may account for absences in the scenarios of a view favoring the injec
tion of democratic values into these dynamic processes, as well as that of fostering 
participatory selfregulation by users (de Gregorio, 2020). So, concerning the 
futures of toxic debates, the complex challenge ahead can be simplified twofold. 
First, platform transparency, which rather than optimistically expected from 
platform businesses, should be imposed as a public good. Second, as a much 
more complex challenge, empowerment of online users, communities and initia
tives to actively participate in the vast potential opened by digital technologies. 
After all, the future of the networked debates will probably depend on the extent 
to which we understand who keeps the gate and how.
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